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Abstra t

In this paper we present a modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm based on a ess-paths for C programs. We argue that a ess paths an redu e the overhead of
representing ontext-sensitive transfer fun tions and e e tively distinguish non-re ursive heap obje ts. And when
the modular analysis paradigm is used together with other te hniques to handle type asts and fun tion pointers,
we are able to handle signi ant programs like those in the
SPEC int92 and SPEC int95 suites. We have implemented
the algorithm and tested it on a Pentium II 450 PC running Linux. The observed resour e onsumption and performan e improvement are very en ouraging.
1

Introdu tion

Interpro edural pointer analysis is a riti al omponent of
a urate stati memory disambiguation and has been addressed by many resear hers over the past 20 years. The
analysis goal has also evolved from dete ting aliases among
formal parameters for Fortran programs to aliases among
multi-level pointer dereferen es in C, C++ and Java. However, interpro edural pointer analysis is still not mature on
the whole, sin e the feasibility of a fully fun tional interproedural pointer analysis algorithm whi h an a ommodate
realisti large programs has not been demonstrated in the
literature. Unlike fun tion inlining [1℄, register allo ation [2℄,
and SSA analysis [3℄, interpro edural pointer analysis has
not been integrated into ommer ial ompilers.
The key issues that need to be addressed by an interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm in lude the following.
We will demonstrate later that our algorithm indeed raises
the appli ability of interpro edural pointer analysis to the
next level.
Flow sensitivity. A pointer analysis algorithm is owsensitive if it onsiders the e e ts of pointer assignments
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with respe t to statement orders. The bene t is that a later
assignment may kill earlier de nitions of the same pointer. However, most algorithms only allow strong updates
for s alar pointer variables [4, 5, 6℄. In reality, most s alar
pointers are rarely rede ned. When they are rede ned frequently, usually they are used in loops to traverse arrays or
linked lists, but su h data stru tures are often treated onservatively as a single aggregate element. As a result, the
a ura y yielded is not proportional to the time spent, and
earlier work reports that little bene t is observed on most
studied ben hmarks [7℄.
Context sensitivity. A ontext-sensitive interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm distinguishes di erent aller
ontexts for a ommon allee so that alias information arried by one aller will not be leaked into the other. The neessity of performing ontext-sensitive pointer analysis for
some ben hmarks shows little or no pre ision bene t [8℄.
However, for those where it is bene ial, we propose an inexpensive ontext-sensitive algorithm.
Whole-program or modular analysis. The most straightforward way to maintain ontext sensitivity is to analyze a whole program following the interpro edural ontrolow graph [9, 4℄, but memory usage and analysis time are
ostly for this method. Partial transfer fun tions, as proposed by Wilson and Lam [5℄, use memoization to avoid the
redundant analysis of a subset all-graph. The re ent modular analysis proposed by Chatterjee et al. [6℄ further redu es
the memory requirement sin e only method bodies belonging to the same strongly onne ted omponents (SCC) [10℄
in a C++ program need to be memory resident simultaneously. Sin e real programs ontain large SCCs, it is desirable
to further redu e the memory requirement for analyzing a
single SCC.
Storage- or path-based representation. A stati algorithm often needs to use an abstra t notation to represent
run-time a essed memory lo ations. Storage-based representation uses extended variable names for physi al memory
lo ations [9, 4, 5, 6℄. To avoid ambiguity, it is often required that a single memory lo ation annot be represented
by more than one storage name. Due to di erent aliases among formal parameters, more than one version of transfer
fun tions, either separately maintained [5℄, or olle tively
maintained but di erentiated by alias ontexts [6℄, are required. A ess paths [9, 11℄, on the other hand, simply represent physi al memory lo ations by how they are a essed
from an initial variable in a store-less model. As long as the
length of a ess paths an be bound in the presen e of re ursive data stru tures, a ontext-independent representation of
the summary transfer fun tion and an easier way to produ e
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Figure 1: Modular interpro edural pointer analysis: (a) RCI algorithm for a subset of C++, (b) proposed modular analysis
for omplete C.
unique names for heap obje ts an be enabled. However, the
literature does not explain how summary transfer fun tions
are to be maintained in a ess paths.
Partial or omplete language features. A ompiler needs a full overage of all language features in order to perform orre t optimizations. The work proposed
by Wilson and Lam [5℄ is the rst to over all C features,
but its appli ability is limited by the memory requirement of whole-program analysis. On the other hand, many
ow- and ontext-insensitive algorithms are asymptoti ally faster [12, 13, 14℄, but handling realisti C features may
have a drasti impa t on the omplexity. For example, without handling stru tures and unions, Steensgaard's algorithm
has almost linear omplexity [13℄; when aggregate elds are
onsidered, the omplexity be omes exponential [15℄.
E e tiveness study. Most earlier algorithms are evaluated by resour e onsumptions, pointer resolutions, and
statisti s of improved optimization opportunities [16, 17, 18,
19℄. The work by Wilson and Lam in [5℄ uses pointer analysis
results to guide loop parallelizations for one SPEC ben hmark, whereas the work by Diwan et al. [19℄ uses type-based
alias analysis to guide redundant load elimination and loopinvariant load migration for a set of Modula-3 programs.
Cooper and Lu [17℄ study the e e t of register promotion for
variables in the presen e of pointers, but indire t a esses
to heap obje ts and elds of aggregates are not handled. In
this paper, interpro edural pointer analysis results are used
to guide mu h more aggressive memory a ess optimizations in luding redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant
memory a ess migration, and load/store s heduling [28℄.
These optimizations are more aggressive be ause C is not a
type-safe language, and both sta k- and heap-based memory
a esses an be optimized even for ode regions ontaining
fun tion alls. Sin e a formal veri ation for the orre tness
of pointer analysis results is still absent, using the analysis
results to guide aggressive optimizations provides a pragmati alternative for veri ation.
In this paper, we propose a fully fun tional interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm whi h an handle widely used
C programs. Our design emphasizes the pra ti al aspe t

of interpro edural pointer analysis, adopting the modular
and ow-insensitive paradigm. The propagation of summary transfer fun tions is ondu ted in a ontext-sensitive but
inexpensive manner using a ess paths and points-to analysis [4℄. In a ommodating realisti C features, our algorithm handles fun tion pointers by starting with an underestimated all graph whi h is augmented iteratively along
the ourse of interpro edural pointer analysis [4℄. We also in orporate the o set representation for stru ture/union
elds into a ess paths to handle aliases aused by unions
and type asts [5, 20℄. In addition, we demonstrate that the
number of names representing re ursive heap obje ts an
be bound and the lo ation of a y li heap obje ts an be
disambiguated using a ess paths. Experiments were ondu ted in the IMPACT ompiler framework [21℄ using the
omplete SPEC int92 and SPEC int95 ben hmark suites inluding 126.g , whi h ontains 205,583 lines of ode and
2001 fun tions. Instead of using a high-end workstation, we
used a Pentium II 450 PC with 256MB of memory running
Linux Red Hat 6.0 to demonstrate the feasibility of our algorithm. With no more than 10 minutes of analysis time and
no more than 238 MB of memory usage, our analysis an
deliver an average performan e improvement of 42% and a
peak improvement of 110% over programs ompiled without
pointer analysis and memory a ess optimizations. These
numbers demonstrate both the eÆ ien y and e e tiveness
of our algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2
details the proposed modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm. Se tion 3 evaluates the omplexity of the
algorithm. Se tion 4 presents empiri al results. Se tion 5
reviews related work. Se tion 6 on ludes the paper.
2

Modular Interpro edural Pointer Analysis

Modular interpro edural analysis is a te hnique that de omposes the whole program into smaller modules so that only
a small number of modules need to be resident in memory
simultaneously. Our algorithm onsists of two major stages:
the intrapro edural stage and the interpro edural stage. In

typedef stru t S {
int *key;
/* 0_3 */
stru t S *next; /* 4_7 */
} S;
main()
{
void (*fn2)(S*, S*);
S st1, st2, st3;
S1: fn1(&fn2, fn3, fn4);
S2: (*fn2)(&st1, &st2);
S3: (*fn2)(&st3, &st3);
}

fn1((**fa)(S*, S*),
(*fb)(S*, S*),
(*f )(S*, S*))
{
(**temp)(S*, S*);
S4: temp = fa;
S5: *temp = fb;
}
fn3(S *r, S *s)
{
S6: r->next = s;
}
fn4(S *r, S *s)
{
S7: s->next = r;
}
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Figure 2: Storage- and path-based transfer fun tions (shown by dashed edges): (a) ode, (b) two versions distinguished by
alias ontexts, ( ) one generi version appli able to both alling ontexts.
the intrapro edural stage, ea h fun tion is analyzed as an
isolated ompilation module where formal parameters, allee
return values 1 , and global variables are all assumed to have
unknown values. Indire tly a essed lo ations through unknown pointers are represented by a ess paths. By the
end of the intrapro edural stage, a summary behavior of
ea h fun tion is al ulated, in luding a set of memory lo ations a essible a ross fun tion boundaries, a set of all-site
names, and a set of pointer de nitions involving pointers
a essible a ross fun tion boundaries. The third set is onsidered as the summary transfer fun tion and represented by
points-to relations. In the interpro edural stage, we perform
bottom-up propagation of summary transfer fun tions along
the all graph. In the presen e of fun tion pointers, we also
need to perform top-down propagation of fun tion names
along the partially resolved all graph, sin e some indire t
all-sites may re eive on rete fun tion names through parameters. Be ause the transfer fun tion of a just-resolved
indire t allee may de ne fun tion pointers used somewhere
else in the program, the bottom-up and top-down propagation needs to be performed iteratively until a xed point is
rea hed. The aliases among formal parameters are then alulated after top-down propagation of on rete values along
the omplete all graph.
At a high-level, the idea behind our algorithm is similar
to Relevant Context Inferen e (RCI), proposed by Chatterjee et al. [6℄, sin e we both use modular analysis to redu e
the resour e requirements. However, several signi ant improvements proposed in this paper distinguish our work, as
highlighted in Figure 1. First, RCI overs a subset of C++
onstru ts where many general C features in luding expli it
address operator (&), fun tion pointers, stru ture members, and general pointer assignments are ex luded. Our work
overs omplete C features and an generate safe analysis
results to guide ode optimizations. Se ondly, RCI uses
an over-estimated all graph. For an indire t all-site, all fun tions with names taken and identi al signatures are
onsidered as possible allees. In 132.ijpeg, a SPEC int95
ben hmark, there are 188 fun tions with names taken and
the majority of them have the same signature. Furthermore, there are 641 indire t all-sites in the program. Therefore the estimated all graph will be very ina urate, whi h
wastes time in propagating summary transfer fun tions and
1 For simpli ity we will olle tively use the term parameters to
mean fun tion return values.

produ es spurious results. Lastly, RCI uses alias ontexts
to lazily enumerate potential aliases among parameters in
order to distinguish transfer fun tions for di erent alling
ontexts. In our method, a ess paths enable a ontextindependent representation of transfer fun tions so that the
memory used to represent summary fun tions is redu ed.
Consider the example shown in Figure 2a. When an estimated all graph is used, *fn2 may invoke both fn3 and
fn4 sin e both their names are taken and their signatures
mat h. In fa t, only fn3 an be alled through *fn2, so
propagating the summary transfer fun tion of fn4 would be
spurious and unne essary. Figure 2b shows how summary
transfer fun tions are represented for fn3 in RCI. rinit and
sinit represent the obje ts pointed by r and s, respe tively.
The upper dashed edge indi ates that rinit :next points to
rinit when r and s re eive the same on rete value, while
the lower dashed edge shows that rinit :next points to sinit
when r and s re eive di erent on rete values. We believe
the enumeration is unne essary sin e the aller knows better
than the allee whether or not identi al values are passed
to di erent parameters. As long as the abstra t memory
name in the transfer fun tion faithfully represents how the
memory lo ation is a essed through formal parameters or
global variables in a ontext-independent manner, the aller
an easily determine where the lo ation is after repla ing
the formal parameter with a on rete value. As shown in
Figure 2 , by using post x a ess paths [11℄, it is straightforward for all-site S2 to derive that r* stands for st1 and
s* stands for st2, and for all-site S3 to derive that both
r* and s* stand for st3. Therefore both points-to relations
(st1.next, st2) and (st3.next, st3) an be derived from a
single summary points-to relation (r*.next, s*).
2.1

Intrapro edural Analysis Stage

Mu h of the advantage of the proposed algorithm omes
from using a ess paths to represent memory lo ations. Des ribed in regular expressions, the grammar of an a ess
path is v(fdjd) (f j), where v is a variable or all-site name,
f is of the form ".so_eo" whi h denotes the starting and end
o sets of a eld in a stru ture/union, and d denotes a step
of dereferen e and is symboli ally shown as "*" elsewhere
in this paper when there is no onfusion with the losure
symbol in regular expressions. Con eptually, an a ess path
is simply an en oded post x sequen e of dereferen e and

o set operations taken to rea h the nal destination. Unless the ontents of intermediate pointers in an a ess path
are known, an a ess path is not bound with any parti ular
lo ations, but simply leads to the denoted lo ations.

De nition 2.1 (Constru tion of a ess paths) As dened by the following rules, AP denotes the fun tion that
re ursively determines post x a ess paths for C expressions
that involve memory a esses:

1. AP(v) = v, where v is a variable.
2. AP(exp()) = AP(exp) n(), where exp is a all-site,
either dire t or indire t, and n is a unique id.
3. AP(exp) = AP(exp) if exp is not a fun tion name.
4. AP(exp) = AP(exp) if exp is a fun tion name.
5. AP(exp[index℄) = AP(exp), where exp is of array type
and exp is not a formal parameter.
6. AP(exp[index℄) = AP(exp), where exp is an arbitrary
pointer or a formal parameter of array type.
7. AP(exp op exp1) = AP(exp), where op is an arbitrary
binary operator and exp is a pointer type variable.
8. AP(exp! eld) = AP(exp) .so eo.
9. AP(exp. eld) = AP(exp).so eo.
10. AP(exp. eld1. eld2) = AP(exp).so3 eo3, where so3
= so1+so2 and eo3 = so1+eo2. }
Instead of generating all possible a ess paths from any variables, a ess paths are generated lazily from observed C expressions in ea h fun tion. As re ursively de ned in De nition 2.1, ex ept for operators "." and "->" whi h always add
a onstant o set to a pointer, we omit other o set manipulation operators, resulting in a oarse but safe a ess path for
linearly a essed lo ations. That is, we do not aggressively
di erentiate elements in an array. It has been shown in the
literature that using the starting o set (so) and end o set
(eo) to represent eld a esses an e e tively resolve aliases aused by unions [5℄ and type asts [20℄. We integrate
both te hniques by oales ing ba k-to-ba k elds as shown
in Rule 10. For example, given a nested stru ture eld a ess
s1.s2.f1, assuming the size of s2 is 100 bytes and f1 o upies the rst 4 bytes in s2, ((stru t * S2) (&s1))->f1
is an alias whi h also a esses the same lo ation. Without
Rule 10, two a ess paths are en oded as s1.0_99.0_3 and
s1.0_3, respe tively. With Rule 10, a normalized a ess
path an be generated as s1.0_3 and therefore aliases an
be easily dete ted. Without expli it pointer assignments,
a ess paths using byte o sets an resolve aliases aused by
type asts and pointer arithmeti s. How to resolve aliases in the presen e of arbitrary pointer assignments will be
dis ussed momentarily.
The points-to relation proposed by Emami et al. [4℄ is
also adopted in this paper to represent the data- ow fa ts
of pointer assignments. The original points-to relation is
a three-tuple of the form (p, t, P|D) where p and t are
two storage names representing physi al pointer and target
memory lo ations, respe tively. The third operand, P|D,
spe i es whether the pointer possibly or de nitely points to
the target. In the points-to notation de ned for this paper,
both p and t are represented in a ess paths, and the P|D
attribute is not used sin e only possible points-to relations
are generated.
Given a pointer assignment lhs = rhs where both lhs
and rhs are pointer-type C expressions and rhs is not NULL, the rst step of determining the orresponding points-to
relations is to onstru t the orresponding a ess paths for

lhs and *rhs, noti ing the dereferen e operator added to the
rhs expression. Due to the e e ts of earlier pointer assignments, lhs and *rhs may have aliases. For example, given a
pointer p and a prior pointer assignment q = &p, both a ess
paths, p, q*, are aliases. Similarly, given a pointer r and a
prior pointer assignment r = &i, r* and i are also aliases.

As a result, any of the following four statements an ause
p to point to i: p = &i, p = r, *q = &i, or *q = r.

De nition 2.2 (Right-most a ess path) Given a di-

re t a ess to a variable, its right-most a ess path is simply
the variable's name. If a memory lo ation is a essed indire tly, its right-most a ess path is ontrived based on the
a ess paths of the pointers that appear as the very rst RHS
operand in a sequen e of pointer assignments that propagate
the address of the indire tly a essed memory lo ation. }

One way to orre tly represent the e e ts of the above set
of pointer assignments is to reate four points-to relations
using the ross produ ts of all aliases of the LHS pointer and
all aliases of the RHS target as (p, i), (p, r*), (q*, i), and
(q*, r*). However, the omplete enumeration is unne essary sin e there are ways to transform an a ess path into a
normalized form based on the observations that aliases are
aused by pointer assignments, and pointers must be initialized before they an be used. So for every pointer dereferen e, there must be one or a small number of right-most
a ess paths, as explained in De nition 2.2, whi h denote
the a essed memory lo ation whose addresses are assigned
to the dereferen ed pointer through an arbitrary number of
pointer assignments. As long as all en oded a ess paths from C expressions an be normalized to the right-most
a ess paths, fewer a ess paths are ended up and therefore fewer points-to relations need to be maintained. De nition 2.3 shows how to use the en oded a ess path from a C
expression and existing points-to relations to nd the entire
set of right-most a ess paths, where De nition 2.4 shows
how to add points-to relations based on right-most a ess
paths for a pointer assignment. Noti e that the evaluated
result is a set of a ess paths instead of a singular path due
to that a pointer may have more than one de nition. This is
either aused by onditional de nitions made to a pointer or
the ow-insensitive nature of the pointer analysis algorithm.

De nition 2.3 (Finding the right-most forms of an
a ess path) Under a set of points-to relations SP T R , the
evaluation of an a ess path is re ursively de ned as below:

1. EVAL(v or (&v), SP T R ) = fv j v is a variableg
2. EVAL(v, SP T R ) = fv j v is a fun tion nameg
3. EVAL( , SP T R ) = f j 9 2 EVAL( , SP T R ), (,
) 2 SP T R g [ f j 9 2 EVAL( , SP T R ),  does
not point to any lo ation and  has fewer than k pre x
paths with ommon types of g [ f j 9 2 EVAL( ,
SP T R ),  has k pre x paths with ommon types of 
and is the longest oneg
4. EVAL( f, SP T R ) = fÆ j 9 2 EVAL( , SP T R ), Æ =

fg }
De nition 2.4 (Path-based points-to relations) Giv-

en a pointer assignment lhs = rhs in fun tion fn where both
lhs and rhs are pointer-type C expressions and rhs is not
NULL, let SP T R be the set of points-to relations already
added for fn. For every  2 EVAL(AP(lhs), SP T R ) and
 2 EVAL(AP(rhs), SP T R ), points-to relation ( ,  ) is
added to SP T R . }

k >= 3
S *sp;
int g1, g2, g3;
sp->key = &g1;
sp->next->key = &g2;
sp->next->next->key = &g3;
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Figure 3: Using a ess paths to represent re ursive data stru tures: (a) ode, (b) di erent points-to relations ontrolled by
di erent values of k.
De nition 2.3 de nes a losure fun tion EVAL that evaluates the ontents of intermediate pointers in an a ess path
by referen ing existing points-to relations to nd the set of
right-most aliases of the input path. Rules 1 and 2 are the
terminal ases where no evaluation is made on simple variables and fun tion names. Rule 3 has three ases. The
-set dis overs the denoted lo ations of  by determining
the denoted lo ations of
rst, then for elements found in
EVAL( , SP T R ), their points-to lo ations are the ones denoted by . If a pointer is not initialized but there is a
potential dereferen e o the pointer, it is addressed by the
following two ases. The -set simply reates a trivial target  for a uninitialized pointer , if  is not of a re ursive
type, or no more than k instan es of su h a re ursive type
have been denoted by pre xes of . A trivial points-to relation (, ) is also added. Otherwise the longest pre x of
 with the same C type of  is reused, as spe i ed by the
set. k is a re ursive-sensitivity parameter whi h di erentiates the rst k obje ts in a linked list. This is similar to
the k-limiting approa h used in [9℄, but we only ontrol the
length of a ess paths involving re ursive data types. Consider the example in Figure 3. The larger the value of k, the
better the resolution is, at the expense of more a ess paths
and points-to relations. In our experiments, we assume the
most onservative ase with k = 1. Finally, Rule 4 simply
re nes lo ations denoted by with eld o sets.
Consider pointer assignments S4 and S5 from Figure 2a.
The purpose of variable temp is designed to show that the
indire t modi ation to *fa an be aptured by De nitions 2.4 and 2.3. After S4 is analyzed, points-to relation (temp,
fa*) is added. When analyzing S5, due to the previously added points-to relation, temp is an initialized pointer,
so EVAL(temp*, f(temp, fa*), ...g) is {fa*}. On the other hand, the result of EVAL(fb*, SP T R ) is {fb*} sin e fb
is a formal parameter whi h is assumed as uninitialized in
the intrapro edural phase. Therefore the points-to relation
added for S5 is (fa*, fb*).
Figure 4 shows the pseudo ode of the intrapro edural
stage. For library fun tions, we approximate their safe summary transfer fun tions with template statements. For example, points-to relation (p1*, p2**) an be derived to represent the transfer fun tion of mem py by analyzing:
mem py(void *p1, void *p2, int n) {
*(( har **) p1) = *(( har **) p2);
}

Currently there are 186 library fun tions modeled by
template statements in the IMPACT ompiler. They over
all the library fun tions invoked by SPEC int92, SPEC int95, MediaBen h [22℄, and many Unix utility programs.

Intrapro edural Pointer Analysis(fn)

f

g

SPTR (fn) = ;
do f

Apply EVAL(AP(exp), SP TR (fn)) for every pointer-type
a tual parameter exp found in fn
for (ea h pointer assignment "lhs = rhs" 2 fn)
Apply De nition 2.4 to onstru t points-to relations
for (ea h stru ture/union assignment "lhs = rhs" 2 fn)
Apply De nition 2.4 on "lhs.f = rhs.f" for every
pointer-type eld f
g while (new a ess paths or points-to relations are added)

Figure 4: Pseudo ode of the intrapro edural pointer analysis stage.
2.2

Interpro edural Analysis Stage

The interpro edural analysis stage of our algorithm has three
iterative phases followed by two a y li phases as shown in
Figure 1b. The fundamental tasks performed in these phases
are similar to RCI, so we use the same major phase numbers
with minor annotations. The summarized behavior of ea h
fun tion is the only information needed in the interpro edural stage. In phase 0, depth- rst sear h (DFS) is initiated from fun tion main to onstru t the all graph. Along
with DFS, the all graph is partitioned into strongly onne ted omponents and viewed as a dire ted a y li graph
SCC-DAG. If the program has no indire t alls, the iterative phases only need to be entered on e and the omplete
all graph an be built in the rst invo ation of phase 0.
Otherwise, for the example in Figure 2, on e points-to relation (fn2, fn3) is propagated to main, whi h will happen in
phase I", evaluating the a ess path asso iated with indire t
all-site *fn2 in phase 0 of the next iteration will reveal the
allee, sin e EVAL(fn2*, f(fn2, fn3), ...g) = {fn3}.
In phase I", summary transfer fun tions are propagated
along the SCC-DAG in a reverse topologi al order. As in [6℄,
summary transfer fun tions in the same SCC are rst propagated iteratively until a xed point is rea hed. However,
sin e our method is ow-insensitive, we only need to keep
the summary behavior of the aller instead of the full fun tion body and ontrol- ow information of all fun tions in a
SCC simultaneously in memory. As will be shown in the
experiments, the largest SCC in ben hmark 126.g holds
391 fun tions 2 . This an introdu e memory problems when
full instead of summarized information is memory-resident
when analyzing a SCC.
2 The largest ben hmark studied in [6℄ has no more than 230 methods and the largest SCC has no more than 4 methods.

De nition 2.5 (Propagating summary transfer fun tions) Let (r , s ) be a points-to relation in fun tion fn's

summary transfer fun tion where r, s are parameters or
global variables, and , are two suÆx a ess paths. The
propagated points-to relations of (r , s ) to aller fm are:
f(Æ , ) j 9Æ 2 EVAL(a , SP T R (fm)) and 9 2 EVAL(b ,
SP T R (fm))g where a = r if r is a global variable. Otherwise a is the orresponding a tual parameter in fm. The
same relation holds between b and s. }

Not every points-to relation in a fun tion's summary behavior belongs in the fun tion's summary transfer fun tion.
For example, trivial points-to relations do not ount sin e
they do not represent expli it pointer assignments. Given a
points-to relation (r , s ), only when r and s are parameters or global variables and r  6= s will (r , s ) be quali ed
as an entry in the summary transfer fun tion. To propagate su h a points-to relation from the allee to the aller
while maintianing ontext-sensitivity is straightforward. As
shown in De nition 2.5, the initial step is to repla e the
formal parameter with the orresponding a tual parameter.
Then by referen ing the points-to relations ontained in the
summary behavior of the aller fun tion, the suÆx a ess
path guides the sear h for lo ations in the aller denoted
by the a ess path onstru ted in the allee. For example, to propagate the points-to relation (fa*, fb*) from fn1
to main, fa is rst repla d by &fn2, then EVAL((&fn2)*,
SP T R (main)) = ffn2g. Similarly, fb is repla ed with fn3
and EVAL(fn3*, SP T R (main)) = {fn3}. So the points-to
relation propagated to main from fn1 is (fn2, fn3). Besides
this example, it is also possible that the propagated pointsto relation is represented by the aller's formal parameters or
global variables, meaning that the aller's summary transfer
fun tion is augmented and will be reported to grand allers.
Sin e the formal parameters of the aller are still onsidered
uninitialized in the interpro edural stage, the augmented
transfer fun tion is still ontext-independent.
The next interesting question is how we handle dynamially allo ated obje ts and propagate their existen e a ross
fun tion boundaries. Instead of generating pseudo variable names using synthesized all-site paths, we name heap
obje ts dire tly allo ated from alling mallo by all-site
names whi h are unique within ea h fun tion, as shown by
Rule 2 in De nition 2.1; and we name heap obje ts indire tly allo ated from alling wrapper fun tions by a ess paths
derived from a tual parameters, whi h guarantee that unique names are always generated for obje ts allo ated for
di erent alling ontexts. The remaining problem is how we
dete t the potential dependen e among indire t a esses to
heap obje ts allo ated for the same alling ontext. Consider the example shown in Figure 5. In fun tion fn5, there are
three integer pointers, and through alling my_mallo , two
instan es of heap-based integer obje ts are allo ated. Before propagating the transfer fun tion of my_mallo to fn5,
p1, p2, and p3 are assumed to point to disjoint lo ations as
denoted by p1*, p2*, and p3* in Figure 5b 3 . However, in
this example p2 and p3 point to the same lo ation, and disregarding this fa t may ause WAW hazards for statements
S3 and S4. There are two options to represent the dependen e as either reating an expli it obje t like H in Figure 5 ,
or adding at least one of the two dashed edges from p2 to
p3* or from p3 to p2*. In our algortihm, we hoose the
latter one be ause it requires no spe ial representation for
heap obje ts. We use the on ept of extended a ess path
3 The statement that auses the points-to relation is annotated
along ea h edge.

Determine Extended A ess Path(fn)

f

S=;

for (ea h a ess path
g

S = S [ f g if
variable
EAP( ) =

do f

Let

if (9
g

found in fn's summary behavior) f
initiates from a parameter or global

be the rst element in S and remove from S
su h that ( , ) 2 SPTR (fn) and EAP( ) is not
de ned) f
EAP( ) = EAP( )
S=S[f g

if (9 :so eo and EAP( :so eo) is not de ned) f
EAP( :so eo) = EAP( ):so eo
S = S [ f :so eog
g

g

g

while (S 6= ;)

Figure 6: Pseudo ode of EAP onstru tion.
(EAP) to dete t the dependen e, whose algorithm is shown
in Figure 6.
The basi idea behind the algorithm is that if a allee
fun tion allo ates a heap obje t for the aller to use, the obje t must be rea hable by ondu ting DFS following pointsto relations initiated from parameters and global variables.
An EAP an be onsidered as a reverse-engineered a ess
path obtained from DFS and indi ates a potential way for
the obje t to be a essed from a parameter or a global varible. The rst EAP found for an a ess path is hosen as the
persistent name to be viewed by the aller. For example,
mallo _1()* and mallo _2()* represent two heap obje ts allo ated in my_mallo . mallo _1()* has a unique EAP
as q1** but mallo _2()* may be assigned as q2** or q3**,
depending on whether DFS initiates from q2 or q3 rst. In
the parti ular ase where DFS is performed for q2 before q3,
the EAP of mallo _2()* is q2**, and the points-to relation
from q3* to mallo _2()* is onsidered in my_mallo 's transfer fun tion as (q3*, q2**). After propagating that from
my_mallo to fn5, the dashed edge from p3 to p2* will be
added. Otherwise if DFS is performed for q3 before q2, (p2,
p3*) will be added. It does not matter whi h one is a tually added, as long as EVAL(p2*, SP T R (fn5)) \ EVAL(p3*,
SP T R (fn5)) 6= ; is true sin e it asserts the dependen e of
two memory a esses.
In fa t, the onstituent points-to relations in the summary transfer fun tion an be identi ed solely by EAPs. If an
a ess path's EAP is not de ned, it means that the denoted
lo ation is not a essible by the aller, therefore points-to
relations with EAP-less a ess paths are not onsidered as
part of the transfer fun tion. The revised version of Definition 2.5, whi h propagates transfer fun tions as well as
dete ts dependen e among a esses to heap obje ts, is given
below.

De nition 2.6 (Propagating summary transfer fun tions using EAPs) Let ( , ) be a points-to relation in
fn. It is part of fn's transfer fun tion if EAP( ) 6= ; and
EAP() 6= ;. Assuming = r and  = s , r and s must
be parameters or global variables. The propagated points-to
relations of ( , ) to aller fm are: f(Æ , ) j 9Æ 2 EVAL(a ,
SP T R (fm)) and 9 2 EVAL(b , SP T R (fm))g. The remaining onditions are identi al to those in De nition 2.5. }

&p1

fn5()
{
int *p1, *p2, *p3;
S1: my_mallo (&p1, &p2, &p3);
S2: *p1 = 1;
S3: *p2 = 2;
S4: *p3 = 3;
}
my_mallo (int **q1, int **q2, int **q3)
{
S5: *q1 = (int *) mallo (sizeof(int));
S6: *q2 = (int *) mallo (sizeof(int));
S7: *q3 = *q2;
}

&p2

S1
S1

p1
p2

S2
S3

p1*
p2*

p2*

p2
&p3

S1

p3

S4

H

p3*

p3

Summary behavior of fn5

p3*
or

q1
q2
q3

S5
S6
S7

q1*
q2*

S5
S6

malloc_1( )* (EAP = q1**)
malloc_1( )

p2

p2*

p3

p3*

S5

malloc_2( )* (EAP = q2**
S6 or q3**)

S7 malloc_2( )
q3*

Summary behavior of my_malloc

(a)

(b)

()

Figure 5: Handling heap obje ts: (a) ode, (b) points-to relations in fun tions' summary behavior, ( ) representing dependen e
among a esses to heap obje ts.
Interpro edural Pointer Analysis(prog)

f

do f

Resolve fun tion pointers for ea h indire t all-site
Use DFS to ompose SCC-DAG for rea hable fun tions
2 prog
for (ea h SCC 2 prog in bottom-up order) f
Determine EAP for a ess paths of ea h fun tion
2 the SCC
Iteratively propagate points-to relations within the
SCC if the SCC has more than one fun tion
Re-determine EAP for ea h fun tion if new points-to
relations are re eived
Propagate the summary transfer fun tion of the SCC
to its aller SCCs

g

for (ea h SCC 2 prog in top-down order) f

g

Iteratively propagate fun tion names within the SCC
if the SCC has more than one fun tion
Propagate fun tion names from the SCC to its
allee SCCs

while ( all graph is hanged in the previous iteration)
for (ea h SCC 2 prog in top-down order) f
g

g
g

Iteratively propagate on rete values within the SCC if
the SCC has more than one fun tion
Propagate on rete values from the SCC to its allee SCCs

Determine aliases among parameters

Figure 7: Pseudo ode of the interpro edural pointer analysis stage.
Phase II' performs a subset of work done in the phase
II analysis in RCI sin e we only propagate fun tion names.
Regardless of whether a fun tion pointer is de ned by loal statements (handled in phase I'), side-e e ts of invoked
fun tions (handled in phase I"), or on rete values passed
by allers (handled by phase II'), the a urate all graph an
be iteratively built. However, be ause fun tion names are
a umulated in the allee, the all graph built in phase 0 is
ontext-insensitive. When the all graph is nalized, phases
II" propagates all on rete values in the top-down manner
along SCC-DAG. The result of phase II" will be used in
phase III in order to determine potential parameter aliases.

Due to spa e ontraints, details will be omitted in this paper
sin e they are very similar to [6℄. The pseudo ode of the
interpro edural stage is shown in Figure 7.
3

Complexity Analysis

In this se tion we dis uss the omplexity of our algorithm
using a set of parameters. F is the number of user and library fun tions ontained in the program. E is the number
of all sites in the program. Vf is the sum of variables and
all-sites in a single fun tion. T is the number of data types
de lared in the program, where k is the number of unique
instan es distinguished for linked lists. Although C is not
well-typed, T is still a nite number. f is the total number
of elds with distin t starting and end o sets in all stru tures/unions. S is the number of pointer assignments in a
fun tion, and M is the number expressions that result in
memory a esses in a fun tion.
First we demonstrate that the number of a ess paths
stemmed from a variable is bound by O(f kT ). Sin e an intermediate path an be asted into a stru ture type, any path
an be widened by eld operations, but the length of ea h
path is ontrolled by the number of types in the program and
number of unique instan es of linked lists. Therefore the spa e omplexity to store a ess paths in the intrapro edural
phase for a single fun tion is O(Vf f kT ), and for the whole
program in the interpro edural phase is O(F Vf f kT ). The
spa e omplexity to store points-to relations in the intraproedural phase for a single fun tion is therefore O(Vf2 f 2kT ),
and O(F Vf2 f 2kT ) in the interpro edural phase. Both the algorithms in the intrapro edural and interpro edural phase
will terminate be ause the number of a ess paths, points-to
relations, and types are nite.
As for the time omplexity, generating an a ess path
for a C expression takes O(l) steps, as l is a small and xed
number of dereferen e and eld a esses asso iated with
ea h expression. Evaluating an a ess path using De nition 2.1 takes O(Vfl f lkT ) steps. Sin e the our intrapro edural algorithm evaluates every memory a ess and pointer
assignment, the time omplexity for ea h iteration is O((M +
S )Vfl f lkT ). And sin e the algorithm is ow-insensitive, the
time for analyzing ea h fun tion an be bound by O(S (M +

Table 1: Ben hmark hara teristi s.
Ben hmark
008.espresso
023.eqntott
026. ompress
072.s
085. 1
099.go
124.m88ksim
126.g
129. ompress
130.li
132.ijpeg
134.perl
147.vortex

Lines
14838
12053
1503
8639
90857
29246
19092
205583
1934
7597
29290
26874
67205

Fns
361
62
16
179
1452
372
252
2001
24
357
473
277
923

D. Fns
62
7
2
13
84
26
25
238
12
9
231
14
331

S )Vfl f lkT ). In the interpro edural phase, transferring an a ess paths along the all graph is also bound by O(Vfl f lkT ).

Using the DFS to partition the all graph into SCC-DAG
takes O(F + E ) steps, where E may be di erent from iteration to iteration when indire t fun tion pointers are resolved.
In the worst ase, E an be bound by O(F 2 ). Using DFS to
determine EAPs takes O(Vf2 f 2kT ) steps. Resolving an indire t all site also takes the time of O(Vfl f lkT ), so assuming
there are i indire t all-sites in the program and the height
of the all graph is h, the omplexity of the interpro edural
algorithm an be bound as O(h((E + i)Vpl f lkT +(Vp2 f 2kT )+
(F + E ))).
The worst- ase omplexity o urs when all pointers, inluding pointer variables and elds, are asted so that they
an point to all possible data types. Empiri al results indiate that the worst- ase omplexity is not observed for the
studied ben hmarks.
4

Experiments

The proposed modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm has been implemented and tested in the IMPACT
ompilation framework [21℄. To quantify the algorithm's
quality, the analysis result is used to guide aggressive optimization routines in luding redundant load/store elimination, loop-invariant lo ation promotion, and load/store
s heduling. Similar experiments have been reported in [17,
23℄, but our optimizer is mu h more aggressive due to fully
resolved pointers and fun tion side-e e ts. Instead of using traditional C ben hmarks adopted by earlier work, the
SPEC int92 and SPEC int95 ben hmark suites are hosen
to demonstrate that our analysis is apable of handling mu h
more signi ant C programs.
4.1

Analysis Costs

In this se tion, the analysis osts for the SPEC int92 and
SPEC int95 ben hmarks are reported. As listed in Table 1,
some general hara teristi s of ea h ben hmark are shown,
in luding the numbers of lines, fun tions, dead fun tions,
invoked library fun tions, stru tures/unions, number of unique elds in stru tures/unions, strongly onne ted omponents (SCC), and fun tions ontained in the largest SCC. The number of lines dire tly a e ts the time spent in
the intrapro edural stage, whereas the number of fun tions
plays an important role in determining the omplexity in
the interpro edural stage. Removing dead fun tions an
speedup the ompilation pro ess and improve the run-time

Libs
24
21
24
53
44
11
36
45
5
27
18
72
33

Sts/Uns
20
4
1
13
88
5
81
125
1
14
90
34
86

M. Flds
19
17
14
31
126
20
138
229
14
44
161
61
292

SCCs
317
76
38
208
1258
353
261
1421
17
67
258
292
576

M. SCC
2
1
1
7
148
1
3
363
1
309
3
23
33

Table 2: Resour e requirements of ondu ting interpro edural pointer analysis.
Ben hmark
008.espresso
023.eqntott
026. ompress
072.s
085. 1
099.go
124.m88ksim
126.g
129. ompress
130.li
132.ijpeg
134.perl
147.vortex

Intra.
T. (Se )
5.66
0.75
0.12
2.42
33.61
2.82
2.36
76.68
0.09
2.33
7.34
14.43
15.08

T. (Se )
20.20
0.99
0.48
3.15
277.67
0.21
3.54
520.85
0.10
149.59
99.16
468.33
166.90

Inter.
Mem. (MB)
14.26
2.81
1.93
6.34
79.22
8.13
8.09
238.00
1.26
30.58
29.97
51.14
74.80

Total
(Se )
25.86
1.54
0.60
5.57
311.28
3.03
5.90
597.53
0.19
151.92
106.50
482.76
181.98

performan e. In addition to inherited dead fun tions in the
program, fun tion inlining introdu e more dead fun tions
to many ben hmarks. Sin e the proposed interpro edural
pointer analysis algorithm also onsiders the summarized
behavior of library fun tions, the e e tive number of fun tions being analyzed is the number of total fun tions minus
the number of dead fun tions plus the number of library
fun tions, whose number ranges from 5 to 72 in these SPEC
programs. The number of stru tures/unions determines the
number of unique types in the programs. Together with the
number of unique elds onsidered from all aggregate data
types, they determine the number of derivable a ess paths
from a variable. Sin e ben hmark 126.g has 125 aggregate de larations and 229 unique byte-o set representations for elds, as will be shown shortly after, analyzing this
ben hmark takes the longest time and the largest amount
of memory. When ea h SCC has exa tly one fun tion, the
total number of fun tions ontained in the program plus the
number of invoked library fun tions minus dead fun tions
will be equal to the number of SCCs, as found in 023.eqntott, 026. ompress, 099.go and 129. ompress. Due to the
ommon re ursive feature in language pro essing programs,
085. 1, 126.g and 130.li have large SCCs. The proposed
modular analysis te hnique in Se tion 2 an redu e the memory usage in analyzing a single SCC sin e only the summary
behavior of ea h fun tion needs to be maintained.
Table 2 shows the resour e onsumption statisti s olle ted from a personal omputer equipped with an Intel
Pentium II pro essor running at 450 MHz with 256MB of

RAM. The underlying operating system is Linux RedHat
6.0, where all IMPACT modules are ompiled using GNU C
version 2.91.66 as the native ompiler with the "-O" option
turned on. The elapsed time is shown in se onds ex luding the disk I/O time and the memory usage is shown in
mega-bytes (MB). The time in the Intrapro edural stage olumn sums up the analysis time spent on ea h fun tion. The
high-water mark of memory usage in the intrapro edural
stage is not shown sin e ea h fun tion is analyzed in isolation
and therefore the memory usage is no di erent than other
fun tion-level analysis. The Interpro edural stage olumns
show the elapsed analysis time in the interpro edural stage
and the high-water mark of memory usage. The sum of analysis time spent in both stages is shown in the last olumn
of Table 2.
As expe ted, analyzing 126.g onsumes the most memory and longest time due to its size (2001 fun tions/205,583
lines of ode), omplex stru ture de larations, and intensive
usage of type asts. Due to similar hara ters found in 085. 1 and 147.vortex, they also require more resour es than
other ben hmarks. The onventional wisdom holds that interpro edural pointer analysis is an expensive task whi h
requires a high-end omputer system with a huge amount of memory to a omplish. With the statisti s shown in
Table 2, it is demonstrated that the proposed modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm indeed raises the
appli ability of pointer analysis to the next level. Not only
that the analyzed programs are one step loser to real-world
programs, but also the system requirements an be met by a
personal omputer. In the following two subse tions, it will
be shown that the new algorithm is also a urate and an
provide signi ant performan e improvements.

Ben hmark
008.espresso
023.eqntott
026. ompress
072.s
085. 1
099.go
124.m88ksim
126.g
129. ompress
130.li
132.ijpeg
134.perl
147.vortex

2
436
115
1
46
1659
0
49
3679
2
243
766
691
121

3
40
0
1
13
384
0
3
705
0
50
135
340
41

4

Avg.
1.16
1.31
1.08
1.12
1.26
1.00
1.15
1.31
1.05
1.19
1.23
1.62
1.03

4

Avg.
1.76
1.77
1.52
1.62
2.01
1.46
1.29
2.00
1.20
1.73
1.38
2.04
1.35

24
7
0
6
189
0
15
451
0
4
23
435
5

1
1341
165
21
291
2527
159
562
4481
36
588
3166
1205
4848

2
329
30
6
88
617
24
88
1092
9
239
829
477
671

3
253
31
2
36
607
5
35
795
0
58
201
206
214

282
37
2
40
980
21
16
1852
0
126
144
543
347

(b)

ura y Measurement

In the literature, there are several metri s de ned to measure the a ura y of pointer analysis. One ommon metri is
to ount the number of targets that ea h pointer points to,
and a general rule to judge the a ura y of a pointer analysis algorithm is that the loser the number of targets is to
1, the better the analysis result. However, the target-perpointer metri may be misleading when used alone sin e the
most trivial pointer analysis algorithm an simply assume
that all pointers point to the same target, ausing the algorithm to be falsely judged as perfe t. So a symmetri
metri whi h measures the number of pointers that point
to the same target is usually used to avoid the biased measurement. Similarly, a better algorithm should also have the
pointer-per-target metri reasonable.
Table 3 shows the statisti s of the target-per-pointer
metri and the pointer-per-target metri observed on rightmost a ess paths after merging the interpro edural pointer analysis results to ea h fun tion. Ea h ben hmark has
gone through fun tion inlining whi h allows 60% of ode
growth. Numbers in Table 3a re e t the numbers of outgoing points-to relations arried by pointer-type a ess paths,
where numbers in Table 3b olumns re e t the opposite.
Di erent targets passed to pointer-type formal parameters from di erent alling ontexts are onsidered as a single
obje t sin e the multiple instan es of targets are the results
of the programming style and therefore are irrelevant with
the a ura y of pointer analysis. The average numbers of
targets resolved for pointer paths range from 1.00 to 1.62,
indi ating that most pointers are resolved to a single target path. The average numbers of pointer-per-target range
from 1.31 to 3.20, showing that there are usually more than

1
3071
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662
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622
16147
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3897
2873
6768
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Table 3: Resolutions of interpro edural pointer analysis: (a)
target per pointer, (b) pointer per target.

Benchmark

Figure 8: Distribution of pointer de nitions.
one pointer pointing to the same target. Given hundreds or
thousands of pointers in ea h program and the low numbers shown by both metri s, the new modular interpro edural
pointer analysis algorithm is very a urate.
The most a urate assessment for ow sensitivity is to
ondu t both sensitive and insensitive analyses on the same
programs [7℄. However, it takes a lot of overhead to implement both methods in the same ompiler, and it has never
been shown in the literature that a ow-sensitive pointer
analysis algorithm an handle the omplete SPEC suites.
Therefore, omparison is ondu ted indire tly in this paper.
Figure 8 lassi es intrapro edural pointer de nitions in-

Performan e Improvements

The results of interpro edural pointer analysis are used to
guide three memory a ess optimizations as mentioned before. The potential bene ts of these memory a ess optimizations are evaluated on a simulated pro essor whi h an
issue 8 instru tions per y le in order. This pro essor has
4 memory ports, 4 integer ALUs, 4 oating point units, 2
bran h units, and 64 integer and oating point registers.
The memory system onsists of a 64K dire t-mapped, nonblo king data a he with 64 byte blo k size. The data a he
is write-through with no write allo ate and has a hit laten y of 2 y les and a miss penalty of 4 y les if hit in
the se ond-level a he. The se ond-level a he is a uni ed
1024K, 4-way asso iative a he with a miss penalty of 100
y les. The instru tion a he is assumed to be perfe t sin e
the goal of the experiments is to understand the data a ess
behavior. The bran h predi tion s heme is a 1K-entry BTB
with 2 bit ounters. The instru tion set ar hite ture and
instru tion laten ies used mat h those of the HP PA-7100
mi ropro essor, where integer operations besides loads have
1- y le laten y [24℄.
Three sets of parameters in the IMPACT ompiler are
on gured to generate three versions of programs with di erent levels of sophisti ation in memory disambiguation. The
base version assumes all memory instru tions are ambiguous
and all fun tion alls have pessimisti side-e e ts. Su h pessimisti assumptions ompletely prevent register promotion
and s heduling 4 . The standard version employs memory disambiguation information derived intrapro edurally. Memory disambiguation of this level, whi h is ommonly used by
ommer ial ompilers without interpro edural pointer analysis, an e e tively disambiguate a esses to spill lo ations,
lo al variables, global variables, and indire t a esses with
equivalent base registers and o sets, but revert to ambiguous relations for other ombinations. The pre ise side-e e ts
4 For temporary variables inserted by the ompiler and lo al variables whose addresses are never taken, they are always promoted to
registers nevertheless.
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Figure 9: Performan e improvements enabled by memory
disambiguation.
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to four ategories as unique, anonymous, named y li , and
named a y li . The unique ategory represents pointers that
are de ned no more than on e in ea h fun tion. For example, if a lo al pointer variable is initialized after being delared and never rede ned in a fun tion, it belongs to the
unique ategory. Also, if a pointer-type parameter is dened by the aller and passed to the allee for dereferen es
only, the pointer belongs to the unique ategory as well. As
shown in Figure 8, on average over 57% of pointers are not
rede ned. The anonymous ategory, whi h a ounts for 7%
of pointer de nitions on average, overs pointers that are
not simple variables but are de ned for multiple times. The
named y li portion, a ounting 26% of pointer de nitions, overs pointer variables whi h are de ned in loops, where
the named a y li ategory represents pointer variables that
have more than one de nition in a y li ode regions. For
pointers that are rede ned, a ow-sensitive pointer analysis
algorithm an update the target information if the pointer
is a variable and the de nitions happen in a y li ode regions. The study shows that there are only about 10% of
pointer de nitions that potentially ould be better resolved
by a ow-sensitive algorithm. As will be shown in the next
se tion, the additional performan e improvement provided
by these 10% of pointers is fairly small ompared to that provided by stati memory disambiguation as a whole, arguing
the worth of trading ow-sensitivity for lower omplexity.

Benchmark

Figure 10: Redu tion rates of load and store instru tions.
of library fun tion alls an be modeled, but the pessimisti
side-e e ts are still assumed for user fun tions. The advan ed version utilizes the omplete memory disambiguation
information generated by interpro edural pointer analysis
and uses the memory disambiguation information to guide
memory a ess optimizations. Side-e e ts of all fun tions
an be a urately modeled in this version. Ex ept for the
di eren es mentioned above, all three versions are ompiled
through inlining up to 60% of ode in rease [25℄, lassi al
optimizations [26℄, and superblo k optimization [27℄. The
training input sets are used for all levels of experiments in
this paper.
Figure 9 plots the speedups in exe ution time of the standard and advan ed versions over the base version observed
on the 8-issue pro essor. This gure indi ates that memory optimizations with memory disambiguation performed
intrapro edurally an provide an average speedup of 1.07.
With mu h more optimization opportunities enabled by better disambiguated memory a esses, the average speedup is
boosted to 1.43. The additional performan e improvement
from the standard version to the advan ed version, whi h
has a ratio about 600%, re e ts the advan ement of performan e improvements derived from the ompile-time memory
disambiguation te hnology.
To better understand the merits of advan ed stati mem-

No scheduling

Achieved performance
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20%

rate, the performan e speedup between the advan ed and
the standard version is as high as 1.70, where only 10% of
the total speedup is a hieved when s heduling is disabled.
Additional experimental results an be found in [28℄, inluding the estimate of performan e loss due to spurious
analysis results and the impa t of redu ed ma hine resour es
to the bene t of stati memory disambiguation. Case studies from SPEC ode fragments are also in luded to exemplify
the strength and weakness of the proposed modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm.
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Figure 11: Ratio of the performan e improvements enabled
by s heduling only versus full memory a ess optimizations.
ory disambiguation, the run-time behaviors of the standard
and advan ed versions of ode are further studied. The left
bar of ea h ben hmark in Figure 10 shows the redu tion of
dynami loads between the standard and advan ed versions.
As these numbers show, as mu h as 40% of dynami loads
for 026. ompress an be eliminated, with an average redu tion rate of 16%. Attributing the minor varian e ( 3%) in
speedup numbers to the normal deviation of detailed simulation, loads in ben hmarks 023.eqntott, 126.g , 130.li, 132.ijpeg, and 134.perl are not eliminated in a signi ant manner. The right bar of ea h ben hmark in Figure 10 stands
for the per entage of stores that are eliminated. For some
ben hmarks, the numbers of loads and stores are a tually
in reased due to two reasons. The rst reason is many load
instru tions are spe ulatively exe uted. For example, onsider the ode sequen e "bran h-store-load". Without interpro edural pointer pointer analysis, the relation between
the store and the load may be ambiguous and therefore the
load is only exe uted after the bran h is not taken. If the
memory disambiguation information indi ates that the store
and the load are independent and there are empty memory
slots above the bran h, the load an be exe uted spe ulatively before the bran h. If the bran h is not taken, the load
instru tion has been issued and its laten y an be hidden.
Otherwise an unne essary load is exe uted whose result will
be dis arded. The se ond reason is the in reased register
pressure due to more memory ontents are held in registers,
whi h may in rease both the numbers of load and store instru tions be ause of register spilling and re lling. As shown
in Figure 9, signi ant performan e improvements are still
obtained even though there are extra memory instru tions.
Figure 11 shows the ontribution of register promotion
to the overall performan e improvement with memory disambiguation. The 100% speedup is derived from the performan e di eren e between the standard version and the
advan ed version, where the a hieved performan e improvement shown by ea h bar is obtained by disabling load/store
s heduling. Comparing Figure 10 and 11, it shows that register promotion and s heduling both an provide signi ant
performan e improvements. Ben hmarks like 008.espresso
and 026. ompress obtain all of their performan e improvements from register promotion. Without spe ulatively exeuted load instru tions whi h may ause extra a he misses,
the performan e is even slightly better. On the other hand,
for ben hmark like 132.ijpeg with a negative load-redu tion

5

Related Work

In addition to the dis ussion in Se tion 1 and a thorough
study of RCI in Se tion 2, we will summarize more related work in this se tion. Landi et al. [9℄ use the may-alias
representation to perform ow- and ontext-sensitive interpro edural pointer analysis. This is the pioneer work in improving the a ura y of pointer analysis using the interproedural ontrol- ow graph (ICFG). The analyzed language
is simpli ed from C, and memoization is not used. Emami
et al. [4℄ propose the points-to representation to model the
storage shape graph. Sin e their analysis is ow-sensitive,
their points-to relations an be lassi ed as de nite or possible, while we only generate possible relations. Their algorithm is not designed to aggressively disambiguate heap
obje ts, and memoization is not used either. They also handle a subset of C, but fun tion pointers are in luded. Choi
et al. [29℄ propose a sparse representation for the alias pairs,
and they use the invo ation path towards memory allo ation
sites to name heap obje ts. However, experimental results
and implementation details are not provided. To look beyond tradition appli ations of pointer analysis, Rugina and
Rinard [30℄ perform pointer analysis for multithreaded programs.
Many algorithms use types to perform alias analysis [19,
31, 13, 32℄. Deuts h [11℄ uses symboli a ess paths to analyze the alias relations among a esses to re ursive stru tures on well-typed programs. In our algorithm, although
the a ess path notation is also post x, we use low-level o sets for elds. Types are also used di erently sin e they are
not dire tly used to resolve aliases due to type asts in C, but
used to ontrol the length of a ess paths in the presen e of
re ursive data stru tures. The ow-insensitive analysis proposed by Andersen [14℄ has ubi worse- ase running time,
and the work from Fahndri h et al. [33℄ shows that Andersen's method an be pra ti al for large programs. Shapiro
et. al [18℄ propose a hybrid method with on gurable omplexity between Steensgaard's and Anderson's algorithms.
Hasti et al. [34℄ propose the idea of iteratively improving
the a ura y of pointer analysis in SSA form [3℄, but empiri al result is not available. Zhang et al. [35℄ and Sto ks et
al. [36℄ balan e the omplexity by swit hing between various algorithms. The largest ben hmark handled has around
60,000 lines of ode. Our algorithm is the rst to demonstrate that a ow-insensitive analysis a ommodating omplete C features an handle programs of more than 200,000
lines of ode.
Besides resolving aliases for general pointer dereferen es,
a lot of resear hers have fo used on obtaining detailed des riptions for heap obje ts [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 11℄. Our algorithm an only provide a safe approximation but not a
detailed pro le.

6

Con lusions

In this paper we have presented an eÆ ient and e e tive
modular interpro edural pointer analysis algorithm for C
programs. Our algorithm an al ulate ow-insensitive and
ontext-sensitive summary transfer fun tions based on the
a urate all graph, therefore shorter analysis time and better analysis results an be a hieved when the program ontains a large number of indire t fun tion alls. The low-level
representation of stru ture/union elds in a ess paths handles both aliases aused by type asts and unions.
The experimental results demonstrate that our method
an eÆ iently handle mu h larger programs than other interpro edural pointer analysis algorithms. Reasonable time
and memory usage suggest that our algorithm has ni e salability, and thus is more feasible for implementation in
produ tion environments. The performan e study on the
omplete SPEC int92 and SPEC int95 ben hmark suites also shows that the proposed interpro edural pointer analysis
an provide signi ant speedup.
Future work in ludes the evaluation of the proposed algorithm on a broader range of real appli ations. Although
handling the SPEC ben hmarks is an important milestone
towards pra ti al interpro edural pointer analysis, their size
is still a fra tion of many real world appli ations. We are
also a tively studying the relations between aggressive stati
memory optimizations and data spe ulation with hardware
supports.
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